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Sonophysically Exfoliated Individual Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes in Water Solution and their Straightforward Route to Flexible Transparent Conductive Films
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1. Introduction

Flexible transparent conducting films (TCFs) with low electric resistance and high optical transmittance have received considerable attention for niche applications such as flexible/foldable displays, touch screens, solar cells, transistors, and transparent electrodes for liquid crystal displays. (Calnan & Tiwari, 2010; Gruner, 2006; Heo et al., 2010; Jo et al., 2010; Takenobu et al., 2006) Deposition of indium tin oxide (ITO) onto plastic substrates to prepare the flexible TCFs has been an attractive strategy owing to its transparency, conductivity, and wide usability. (D. H. Kim et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2008; Na et al., 2008; Sierros et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2008) Nevertheless, the flexible ITO-based TCFs still suffer from several drawbacks. For example, the films are often prepared under vacuum and high temperature conditions, resulting in the limitation of their suitability for many polymer substrates such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), which are often used in flexible devices and touch screen panels. Also, ITO is expensive owing to the limited supply of indium; it is brittle and will crack under a 2% strain, resulting in loss of conductivity. Furthermore, the film transparency is poor in the near-infrared range. (Feng et al., 2010; Manivannan et al., 2010; Park et al., 2010) Therefore, a substitute for ITO is necessary.

To address this issue, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), because of their high flexibility, specific surface area, low density, and excellent electrical, optical, and mechanical properties, have been regarded as the most promising alternative. CNTs have a preeminent status in nanomaterials and have a huge range of potential applications. (Z. R. Li et al., 2007; Paul & Kim, 2009; Simien et al., 2008) Single-walled CNT (SWCNT)-based conductors and semiconductors were used as the active material in the fabrication of flexible CNT-TCFs. Recent efforts towards the fabrication of SWCNTs on several substrates of glass, UV-ozone (UV-O3) treated glass, poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) coated glass, flexible PET films, and other substrates to form transparent conducting SWCNT films with sheet resistance and transparency equivalent to ITO have been attempted. These attempts used various approaches such as spin coating, spray coating, solution dipping where the SWCNTs were pre-formulated in combination with surfactants and polymers. (Chen et al.; Dan et al., 2009; Manivannan et al., 2010; Paul & Kim, 2009; Saran et al., 2004; Xiao et al., 2010) However, the
performance of SWCNT-based TCFs does not yet meet the industrial requirements because of their high cost and limited scalability. Furthermore, it is still difficult to purify and disperse SWCNTs in gas or liquid. To overcome these limitations, inexpensive multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) are required. A few methods for the fabrication of flexible TCFs using MWCNTs have been developed. (Feng et al., 2010; Kaempgen et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2005) However, there are still only a few documented examples of the use of MWCNTs in the fabrication of flexible TCFs. This is because of the fact that MWCNTs self-aggregate into large bundles and ropes in aqueous solutions resulting from strong intertube van der Waals attractions (ca. 500 eV/µm) (Girifalco et al., 2000). Such aggregation results in a decrease of their unique physical properties, especially in their optical transparency in the visible spectrum. (O. K. Kim et al., 2003; Paloniemi et al., 2005)

Currently two approaches are widely applied to promote dispersion of the MWCNTs—the mechanical approach and the functionalization approach. Unfortunately, both methods have significant drawbacks. The mechanical approach including ultrasonication and high-shear mixing is a time-consuming, low-efficiency synthetic process and the stability of the resulting dispersion is poor. (Lu et al., 1996) The functionalization process involves the modification of the MWCNT surface with various surfactants and polymers by covalent and noncovalent methods. The covalent method, which involves the bonding of different functional chemical groups on the sidewalls of CNTs, can damage the structure of pristine nanotubes and alter their intrinsic properties. The noncovalent method, which involves adsorption of chemical moieties onto the surface of nanotubes via n–n stacking interaction or coulomb attraction results in a suspension with poor long-term because of the weak interactions between the chemical moieties and the surface of CNTs. (D. Li et al., 2003; Madni et al., 2010; Marsh et al., 2007; Rastogi et al., 2008) To overcome the above mentioned problems, the main object of the present invention is to provide a method for the rapid dispersion of MWCNTs in solvents such that the desirable properties of carbon nanotubes are retained and the resulting suspension is stable and uniform for a long time. Another objective of the present invention is to provide an agent that can calibrate the concentration of the carbon nanotubes. Thus, in this chapter, we first propose a sonophysically exfoliated method with the aid of surfactants or polymers that produces a homogeneous MWCNTs–water solution. Significantly, the resulting suspensions of water-soluble MWCNTs were homogeneous and the MWCNTs were uniformly dispersed for at least two years; neither sedimentation nor aggregation of nanotubes was observed. Furthermore, our sonophysically exfoliated method does not alter the crystalline and metallic electric properties; importantly, this dispersion is suitable for the determination of solubility and dispersion limits using concentration-dependent optical absorption spectrum. Next, porous MWCNT structures generated by ultrasonic atomization from a well-dispersed aqueous solution are spin-cast onto a poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) substrate to form a flexible conducting film (MWCNT-PET). Remarkably, the as-prepared film exhibits excellent sheet resistance, competitive transparency at 550 nm, and remarkable flexibility compared to other related transparent conducting materials such as ITO and SWCNTs.

2. Experimental detail

2.1 Synthesis and purification of MWCNTs
MWCNTs, with average diameters of 10-30 nm and lengths of 5-15 µm were prepared from a mixture of ethylene (C₂H₄) and methane (CH₄) by a high-temperature chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) process using the First Nano-EasyTube 2000 system and iron oxide powder as a catalyst (Figure 1a). The produced MWCNTs were further purified by treatment with concentrated hydrochloric acid, followed by washing with water and precipitation, and then were dried under vacuum. The dried MWCNTs were subsequently heat treated in air at 400 °C to remove amorphous carbons. The purity thus achieved > 99 wt%, as indicated by thermogravimetry analysis measurements (TGA, PERKIN ELMER TGA7792), shown in Figure 1b. Figure 1c represents the typical Raman spectrum of the as-prepared MWCNTs before and after purification. These peaks appeared at approximately the same position for all samples in which three significant Raman fingerprints were determined: D-band at ca. 1323 cm\(^{-1}\), G-band at ca. 1578 cm\(^{-1}\), and G’-band at ca. 2648 cm\(^{-1}\). A decrease in the I_D/I_G ratio and an increase in the I_G’/I_G ratio for purified MWCNTs relative to the as-prepared ones were noticed, which is indicative of the decrease of impurities and enhancement of MWCNT quality. Besides, the extremely high intensity of the G’-band and the narrow FWHM of the G-band and G’-band in our result reflect the purified MWCNTs are pure with a high degree of crystalline perfection and retain their metallic property.

2.2 Dispersion of MWCNTs

In order to obtain a well-dispersed and homogeneous MWCNT-solution, we mixed 250 mg/L MWCNTs into 500 mg/L aqueous solution in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate.

Fig. 1. (a) FESEM images of as-prepared MWCNTs by CVD, (b) TGA profiles, and (c) Raman spectra of MWCNTs with (red) and without (black) purification.
(SDS) surfactant and then sonicated the suspension using a probe type sonicator (SONICS® VCX750, supplied by Sonics & Materials, Inc.) at 20% of the maximum power (750 W) for 5 minutes as well as at 39% of the maximum power for 5 min so as to prevent the aggregation of the MWCNTs. Initially, the processes of formation, growth, and implosive collapse of acoustic cavitation bubbles induced by the probe-type sonicator would generate the requisite energy at the CNT-CNT interface to cause individual CNTs exfoliation. (Su et al., 2009; Thiruvengadathan et al., 2007) Then, the SDS micelles wrap around the individual MWCNTs and prohibit the aggregation of the nanotubes thereby resulting in a stable and homogenous MWCNT aqueous suspension.

Fig. 2. Schematic of surfactant-assisted ultrasonication routes to carbon nanotube dispersion in aqueous solution.

2.3 Fabrication of MWCNT-PET transparent thin films
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates (3M, Transparency Film, Made in E.U. 0.10 mm, KB-9997-4219-4, 4 × 4 cm) were used in the present experiments. Ultrasonic atomization, a technique of producing a fine spray from a liquid, is a relatively inexpensive technique for the continuous production of micro- and nano-sized materials to assist the production of large-sized films by spin coating. It involves the generation and subsequent deposition of a mist of micron-sized droplets from a humidifier onto the surface of a substrate. Next, the water evaporated and the solute precipitated to form products. (Su et al., 2008) All the steps in the preparation of CNT-based TCFs were carried out using our designed ultrasonic atomization-spin coating equipment, as shown in Figure 3. For the fabrication of the MWCNT-PET conducting films, first, isolation of the MWCNTs is needed. This involves the formation of atomized particles ranging from 1 to 50 μm in size including carbon nanotubes, prepared by the atomization of the homogeneous carbon nanotube solution (10 mg/L), which has a viscosity ranging from 1 to 50 c.p. The atomization was controlled by tuning the
amount of SDS surfactants at room temperature at a supersonic atomizing frequency of 20 KHz-2.45 MHz and atomizing rate of 25-30 mL/h in an ultrasonic atomizer (Pro-Wave Electronic Corp M165D25). The frequency of the supersonic atomizing member for producing the atomized particles with desirable size can be determined from the following formula: (Miller, 1984)

\[ D = \alpha \left( \frac{8\pi T}{\rho f^2} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}} \]

wherein:
- \( D \) is the particle size of the atomized particles;
- \( T \) is a surface tension coefficient (N/cm);
- \( \rho \) is the density of the carbon nanotube solution;
- \( f \) is the supersonic atomizing frequency; and
- \( \alpha \) is a constant of 0.34.

Fig. 3. Schematic view of our designed equipment that combines ultrasonic atomizer with spin-coating apparatus for fabricating conducting thin films. The CNT solution (1) is atomized at a supersonic atomizing frequency to form atomized particles of various sizes (2) including the CNTs. Specifically, (1) is contained in an atomizing container (4) and is maintained at a constant level using a siphon (5) that connects (4) with a reservoir (9). Thus, a supersonic atomizing member (6) that generates the supersonic atomizing frequency is maintained at a constant depth below the level of (1) to produce the atomized particles (2) of desirable particle size. (9) is placed on an elevating device (10). The level (1) in (4) can be controlled by adjusting the height of (10). Preferably, (9) can be provided with a probe type sonicator (not shown) to maintain a homogeneous dispersion of (1) in (9). A carrier gas (3) is provided to carry (2) to a substrate (7) placed on spin coating equipment (8) for the formation of the conductive thin CNT films.

These atomized particles are transferred to spin-coating equipment with a carrier gas stream of nitrogen at a flow rate of 22 L/min and then spin-coated onto PET films at a speed of 6000 rpm (SP-03, Taiwan), followed by rinsing with water several times to remove the remaining
SDS. The optical transmittance of the MWCNT-PET film was controlled by the deposition time of ultrasonic atomization. Then, to enhance the electric flexibility and reinforce the mechanical properties of the film, 1.25 mL of the PVA water solution (0.1 %) was spun cast on top of the as-produced MWCNT-PET substrate. Finally, the PVA-coated MWCNT-PET film was hot pressed at a temperature of 80 °C under a pressure of 100 kg/cm² for 30 min using a thermo-compression method (BM-HP-600K, Taiwan). The resulting film possessed not only good mechanical flexibility but also excellent conductivity owing to its dense, compact structure.

3. Results and discussions

3.1 Characterization of MWCNT dispersion

For broad applications of MWCNTs, it is necessary that the MWCNT bundles are processed to form individually dispersed nanotubes prior to their use. SDS is extensively used for carbon nanotube dispersion by adsorbing onto nanotube surface via a noncovalent approach in which the higher charge in the head groups strengthens the electrostatic repulsion among surface-covered nanotubes, rendering them disaggregate thereby resulting in a more stable suspension. Figure 4 shows the solubility of the MWCNTs in a SDS aqueous solution with low concentration of 0.25 wt%. It is clear that MWCNTs were not completely soluble in the SDS solution even after 8 h of sonication using the bath sonicator because sedimentation of the MWCNTs at the bottom of the bottle was observed (Figure 4a). Notably, by using high-energy probe type ultrasonication, the MWCNTs were entirely dispersed in the aqueous solution in the presence of SDS, forming a homogeneous-free solution (Figure 4b). Significantly, the observed MWCNT dispersions were stable without any sedimentation or aggregation of nanotubes bundles for at least two years. These results indicate that the high-energy probe type ultrasonication process combined with the assistance of SDS surfactant could be successfully used to obtain a stable and homogeneous MWCNT aqueous solution, even with a low SDS concentration.

In addition to the obvious difficulty in obtaining a stable and homogeneous solution of individual carbon nanotube suspensions, another complication is to find a valid method to evaluate their state and concentration in the solution, which is usually necessary for qualitative and quantitative analysis of the data. The optical absorption measurement has been employed for the determination of individual CNT solubility and dispersion limits, in which the absorption was strongly dependent on the amount of CNT dissolved in the solution. (Priya & Byrne, 2008) Importantly, a linear fit between the absorption and CNT concentration was present, in accordance with Beer’s law, and intersected at zero, indicating that the region consisted of significantly debundled CNTs. (Jeong et al., 2007; Priya & Byrne, 2008; Rastogi et al., 2008) In Figure 5a, we present a series of black, macroscopically homogeneous MWCNT dispersions at different concentrations of 25, 12.5, 8.33, 6.25, 5.00, and 2.5 mg/L obtained by diluting the starting MWCNT dispersions, which were also applied to calibrate the solubility of MWCNTs by measuring the intensity of the absorption. Figure 5b depicts the UV–vis spectra of MWCNTs with varying concentrations of nanotubes in SDS surfactant solutions. The absorption decreased with the decreasing concentration of MWCNT aqueous solutions and a linear relationship between them, following Beer’s law, could be observed between 200 to 1200 nm (Figure 5c). This result indicates that the as-prepared MWCNT aqueous solution had significantly individual SWCNTs and no effect could be associated with the concentration-dependent carbon nanotube aggregation. Thus,
the concentration-dependent absorption spectroscopy can be used as an effective probe for the monitoring the aggregation state of CNTs in suspension. The suspension of individual MWCNTs was further confirmed by tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco DI-3100) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, JEOL JEM-2100F). AFM images (Figure 6a) show that the MWCNTs are almost present in the dispersions as single tubes with no bundles. The average diameter of these tubes measured by AFM was approximately 40 nm, which is larger than that of the original synthetic MWCNTs. This was a result of the SDS surfactants wrapping around the nanotubes, resulting in them remaining well dispersed in water. HRTEM images (Figure 6b) also show that the probe ultrasonication-treated MWCNTs do not contain any metal/oxide catalyst. The images also showed that the bundled architectures of the suspended MWCNTs consisted of 10-15 concentric shells with inner and outer diameters of the nanotubes of 5 and 15 nm, respectively, and the layers were separated by the graphitic distance. The selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the debundled carbon nanotubes, which are inserted in Figure 6b, illustrates the degree of crystallinity.

Fig. 4. Optical micrographs of MWCNTs dispersions in water in the presence of SDS surfactants prepared by means of (a) a bath sonication process for 8 h and (b) a high-energy probe type sonication process for 3 min, respectively.
Fig. 5. (a) Optical micrograph of the MWCNT aqueous suspensions at different concentrations: 250 mg/L (starting MWCNT solution), 25.0 mg/L, 12.5 mg/L, 8.33 mg/L, 6.25 mg/L, 5.00 mg/L, and 2.50 mg/L in the presence of 0.25 wt% SDS surfactant. (b) UV-vis spectra recorded from an UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900) of the MWCNT aqueous solution at different concentrations in the presence of 0.25% SDS surfactant. (c) Absorption as a function of the concentration of the MWCNT aqueous solutions conducted at the wavelength of (■) 300 nm, (●) 400 nm, (▲) 500 nm, (▼) 900 nm, and (◆) 1100 nm. The linear fits are forced through zero.
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3.2 MWCNT-based flexible transparent conducting thin film

CNT-related films that possess porous geometries are of great interest as a class of structures owing to their unique intrinsic properties and potential scientific and technical applications in optoelectronic devices. (Motavas et al., 2009; Skrabalak & Suslick, 2006; Ulbricht et al., 2007) The open porosity structure has great benefits in the fabrication of CNT-related films with both high transparency and good electrical conductivity as a result of the porosity cavities and intersecting nanotube networks. Herein, we report for the first time the successful formation of MWCNT TCFs with porous structures constructed from two different architectures, i.e., unusual open rings and a honeycomb network, through the use of the ultrasonic atomizer technique from the dispersing MWCNT aqueous solution.

3.2.1 Open rings network-based MWCNT TCFs

Open-rings of MWCNTs stacked to form porous networks onto a poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) substrate in the formation of a flexible conducting film with great electrical conductivity and transparency were generated by ultrasonic atomization combined with a spin-coating technique. Large-scale, transparent and flexible PVA-coated MWCNT-PET thin films prepared at different ultrasonic atomization time were successfully obtained as shown in Figure 7, in which the PVA film provided an additional advantage for mechanical reinforcement of the MWCNT thin film. It is notable that the ultrasonic atomization time plays an important role in the optical transparency of the films. As the ultrasonic atomization proceeded, the transmittance of the films decreased, which is ascribed to the increasing amount of the MWCNTs deposited on the PET film. The effect of ultrasonic atomization time on the transmittance and electrical conductivity of the as-prepared films was further studied by a UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer Lamda 900) and four probe point system (SR-4, Everbeing), as shown in Figure 8. From Figure 8a, we could observe that the transmittance and electrical resistance of the films decreased with the increase of the reaction time. At
early reaction times of approximately 5 min, the MWCNT film exhibited the highest 
resistance of around 4 MΩ/sq when the optical transmittance reached 93% at 550 nm. After 
the deposition time of 15 min, the sheet resistance dramatically decreased to 460 Ω/sq with 
the optical transmittance of 89%. The substantial decrease in sheet resistance is due to the 
efficient percolation paths for charge transport through the well-interconnected networks. 
(Hu et al., 2004) Subsequently, the sheet resistance dropped off to ~200 Ω/sq at 120 min, 
while the corresponding transmittance was observed to decreased to 69%. The relationship 
of the optical transmittance at 550 nm and sheet resistance was plotted in Figure 8b.

Fig. 7. (a) Photographs of the PVA-coated MWCNT-PET film prepared by ultrasonic 
atomization combined with the spin-coating technique with the aid of a thermo-compression 
method. The ultrasonic atomization time used for the preparation of the MWCNT-PET film 
was controlled at (a) 5 min, (b) 15 min, (c) 30 min, (d) 45 min, (e) 60 min, and (e) 120 min.
With such excellent transparency and electrical conductivity properties, it is interesting to investigate the architecture stacked by MWCNTs onto the surface of PET films. Therefore, FESEM analysis was used to further study the architecture using a Zeiss URTRA 55 and JEOL JEM-7500F. Figure 9a and 9b show the FESEM images of the MWCNT-PET film prepared at the initial ultrasonic atomization time of 30 s, which illustrates that the porous network structure of MWCNTs are randomly stacking by the overlapping and crossing the open rings which are with 80 - 100 μm in diameter and 800 nm in wall width. This ring structure, constructed by the interaction of the droplet gravity, liquid surface tension, and centrifuge force during the atomization process, was quite suitable for making transparent conducting films. (Qiao & Chandra, 1996) It is important to note that the wall of the open rings was constructed from individual MWCNTs (Figure 9c), which have long persistence lengths and are naturally interconnected and entangled with each other by van der Waals forces to form intersecting points and a spider web-like structure within the wall structure, leading to a robust conducting open-ring. They were further interconnected in the assembly to make a porous network that can permit fast charge transport between the interconnection conducting paths of wall structures and achieve high optical transparency because of the well-developed porous structures.

![Graph showing optical transmittance and sheet resistance](image)

Fig. 8. (a) Optical transmittance (at 550 nm, ■) and sheet resistance (○) of the MWCNT-PET thin film, as a function of the time of ultrasonic atomization. (b) Transmittance vs. resistance of the as-produced MWCNT-PET at the ultrasonic atomization time of 120 min, 60 min, 45 min, 30 min, 15 min, and 5 min (from left to right).

To further explore the feasibility of these open ring network-based MWCNT TCFs, we analyzed the strain-dependent electrical resistance characteristics of the films with and without the incorporation of PVA thin films by a two-point bending test. Representative results are presented in Figure 10. Figure 10b reveals the sheet resistance versus the flexing cycles for the representative MWCNT-PET without coating the PVA film. It was found that the sheet resistance dramatically increased by more than 30 times after bending and then gradually recovered after relaxation, which is due to the fact that the van der Waals interactions are strong enough to maintain the porous network structure. In addition, small changes could be observed after 3 bending cycles. The sheet resistances are maintained at ca.
Fig. 9. FESEM images of open-rings of MWCNTs on a PET substrate (a) before and (b) after the removal of SDS. The time of ultrasonic atomization was 30 s. (c) One part of wall of the selected ring. (d) Schematic formation of the porous MWCNT network by the open-rings structure.

Fig. 10. (a) Schematic graph of the two-point bending test for the generated MWCNT-based thin film. Changes in sheer resistance of the (a) as-produced MWCNT-PET thin film and (b) the PVA-enhanced film during repeated bending.
3700 (±1%) ohm/sq with complete recovery after bending. This observation illustrates that the flexibility of MWCNT films is quite reliable, but the electric conductivity does not meet the criteria necessary for practical touch screen application (sheet resistance < 500 ohm/sq). The increased resistance of the MWCNT thin films can be attributed to the change of contact resistance among carbon nanotubes and pressure-induced changes in the band gap of carbon nanotubes, even though as a whole it remains conductive. (Cao et al., 2007) Interestingly, relatively small changes were observed in sheet resistance during the bending of the PVA-coated MWCNT-PET thin film, which possessed around 360 ohm/sq after bending 50 times (Figure 10c). Most importantly, there is no significant degradation in conductivity even after 500 bending cycles where the sheet resistances remained approximately 370 (±3 %) ohm/sq. Besides, a splendid transparency remained with the transmittance of around 77% at 550 nm (not shown). The result illustrates that the produced thin films have a robust flexibility and do not break/crack upon bending and relaxing, meaning they can be rolled and unrolled repeatedly with no impact to their transparency and conductivity. This result indicates the PVA-coated open-rings MWCNT thin film could be considered as an alternative for optoelectronic device applications such as FETs, sensors, and touch screens.

3.2.2 Two-dimensional honeycomb network-based MWCNT TCFs

Another porous carbon materials film constructed with a quasi-honeycomb network was also generated by our continuous and one-step spin-coating method combined with ultrasonic atomization to the as-prepared MWCNT-SDS supernatant solution by tuning some experimental parameters. (Su et al., 2008) A quasi-honeycomb framework built up through carbon nanotube wires was observed after the removal of the surfactant of SDS, as shown in Figure 11a. The individual CNT “sticks” are connected with each other through van der Waals interactions to form one-dimensional conducting wires, which have long persistence lengths and tend to entangle to form intersecting points in the networks. These conducting sticks play an important role in the electric properties of CNT networks, where the larger the nanowire conductivity, the better the network conductance. With such a unique honeycomb network formed by interconnected individual CNT sticks, we could expect that the two-dimensional honeycomb network-based MWCNT TCFs have good transparency and electrical conductivity. Figure 11b shows that this level of porosity of the honeycomb network-based MWCNT TCFs is consistent with its optical properties, with ultra-high film transmittance >85% over the visible part of the spectrum. Moreover, there is no difference in the analysis of optical transmittance for this representative CNT film, indicating that the size of homogeneous honeycomb structure is up to 4 × 4 cm². The corresponding sheet resistance can reach 500 ohm/sq (using a four probe point stand equipment), which is comparable to that of SWCNT5S and ITO materials on PET substrates. (Dettlaff-Weglikowska et al., 2005; Geng et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2004) According to the excellent optical and electrical properties, the conducting honeycomb CNT films should present new opportunities for the development of next-generation flexible touch screens.

4. Conclusion

The present invention provides a method for the rapid dispersion of CNTs in an aqueous solution with the aid of nontoxic surfactants through a novel, simple, fast, and inexpensive sonophysically exfoliated method. In this method, the carbon nanotubes are added to an aqueous solution of a nontoxic surfactant, and then dispersed therein through ultrasonic
oscillation. Importantly, this uniform dispersion can last stably for at least two years without aggregation, suspension, or precipitation. This dispersion is suitable for calibrating the concentration of the carbon nanotubes. Further, the as-prepared dispersed MWCNT aqueous solution could be successfully further used for making MWCNT TCFs with porous carbon nanotubes frameworks onto the surface of PET films through the spin-coating method combined with ultrasonic atomization. Two types of the porous structures were achieved: open rings and a honeycomb network. This approach is straightforward for a large-sized film. Importantly, compared with other MWCNT-based transparent thin films, (Castro & Schmidt, 2008; de Andrade et al., 2007; Havel et al., 2008; Kaempgen et al., 2005) this process dramatically improved the electrical conductivity for transmittance in the range of ~65%-85% in both of these systems, as shown in Figure 12. Furthermore, we find that the coating of the ultrathin PVA film provides an additional advantage for the enhancement of the electric flexibility and reinforcement of the mechanical property of the film. Thus, because of the ease of use and low implementation cost of the ultrasonic atomization-spin coating process, our approach could provide a straightforward technique for large-sized transparent conducting film production and open new opportunities for the development of next-generation flexible touch screens and porous carbon nanotube-based electrodes.

Fig. 11. (a) FE-SEM image of the morphology of honeycomb networks constructed from pure CNT wires. Inset: one selected wall of the CNT network. (b) UV-Vis spectra for the honeycomb CNT film, showing good transparency on the homogenous uniform film (4 × 4 cm²). Six selected optical spectra on the circles were taken (Inset).
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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), discovered in 1991, have been a subject of intensive research for a wide range of applications. In the past decades, although carbon nanotubes have undergone massive research, considering the success of silicon, it has, nonetheless, been difficult to appreciate the potential influence of carbon nanotubes in current technology. The main objective of this book is therefore to give a wide variety of possible applications of carbon nanotubes in many industries related to electron device technology. This should allow the user to better appreciate the potential of these innovating nanometer sized materials. Readers of this book should have a good background on electron devices and semiconductor device physics as this book presents excellent results on possible device applications of carbon nanotubes. This book begins with an analysis on fabrication techniques, followed by a study on current models, and it presents a significant amount of work on different devices and applications available to current technology.
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